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Location: , , Pakistan

Category: other-general

About Wahed: We have a passion to reduce financial inequality and exclusion by building

world leading financial products and services aimed at giving access to all. We are a New

York headquartered Financial Technology (FinTech) company focused on serving values-based

(shariah compliant) digital financial services to retail clients globally, starting with wealth

management. We have an impressive global team aligned with this purpose and are looking for

trail blazers in their fields that will take our customer delivery to new levels. We can

promise you a digital first and truly international culture, as well as a fascinating immersion

into the world of FinTech and Islamic finance.Job Brief:We are looking for a solutions-

oriented, collaborative, and analytical webflow developer to help us grow and maintain our

company websites. You will be responsible for making our sites user friendly, accessible,

attractive, and secure. The ideal candidate will have the ability to balance technical know-

how with a creative eye and rigorous attention to detail. Additional responsibilities include

ongoing site maintenance, with particular attention to design, functionality, and areas for

improvement. This front-end developer will work across teams and departments to plan,

develop, maintain, and enhance our public-facing marketing websites.You’ll be part of our

Marketing team, reporting to the Head of Content Marketing. Our team is defined by high

levels of creativity, positivity, and accountability. An ideal team member is excited to wrangle big

challenges, loves to collaborate with stakeholders across the company, and brings a

sense of creativity and curiosity to their work.Job Description: Collaborate with project

stakeholders to understand project requirements, content management needs, and

objectives.Architect and develop scalable and performant web applications using Webflow
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CMS and Contentful headless CMSImplement custom content models, entry types, and fields

in Webflow/Contentful to support diverse project requirementsIntegrate Contentful's Content

Delivery API (CDA) and Content Management API (CMA) into web applications under

Webflow.Develop and maintain webhooks and serverless functions to automate content

synchronization and updates.Create and manage content within Webflow/Contentful,

including text, images, videos, and other assetsEnsure the security, reliability, and

scalability of Contentful-based solutions.- Collaborate with front-end and back-end

developers to ensure seamless integration of Contentful content into web applicationsDebug

and troubleshoot issues related to Contentful configuration, API interactions, and web

application renderingStay up-to-date with the latest Contentful features, best practices, and

industry trendsJob Specification: At least 2 years experience managing sites in Webflow with

a demonstrable portfolio and showcase a strong understanding in UX and UI. Have

knowledge of Webflow’s CMS, structure and the ability to utilize it through the website

for various categories including blogsProficiency in HTML, CSS, JavaScript framework, and

responsive web designStrong understanding of Webflow/Contentful CMS capabilities, including

dynamic content, collection lists, and CMS hostingFamiliarity with version control systems (e.g.,

Git) and code deployment processesExperience with Wordpress would be a plus
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